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AKIMist® ”E”

Solve Offset Printing Problems with Humidiﬁers
IKEUCHI Dry Fog Humidiﬁer solves problems in offset printing processes due to dryness and static electricity in wintertime and
improves work efﬁciency.

Solve Problems in Sheet-Fed Offset Printing
Processes with Dry Fog Humidiﬁer AKIMist ® “E”
Problems at a sheet-fed offset

Changes in paper size, slowing

Improved print quality and

printing plant in wintertime

down printing speed, rearranging

work efﬁciency with Dry Fog

job schedule and paper jam

Humidiﬁer AKIMist®”E”

A p r inting p lant , w ith a w id e r ang e of
products from school yearbooks to business
cards, was facing printing problems using
their she et-fe d of f set printing presses
during winter.

Low humidity in the wintertime, causing
changes in paper size and print registration
errors, make it difﬁcult to perform accurate
and reliable printing.

When printing double-sided pages, they
would normally print one side of the paper
one day and the other side on the next day.
However, over night the low humidity led to
changes in paper size, ultimately leading to
a low-quality end product. To produce a
high-quality product the plant had to print
b oth sides on th e s am e day w h en ever
possible.

Since installing Dry Fog Humidiﬁer AKIMist ®
“E”, the plant is able to maintain an even
humidity level even during winter, reducing
the problems caused by static electricity.

In addition, in order to curb prob lems
brought on by static electricity, which was
especially problematic when a large
quantity of thin sheets were used, the plant
was forced to enact special procedures, such
as slowing down the printing speed,
rearranging the job schedule, moving up
jobs not as sensitive to static electricity and
putting of f sensitive jobs until humidity
levels increased.
The plant's staff pointed out that operators
could work with the problems in the
delivery unit, but when paper got stuck at
the feeder, there was nothing they could do.

Their productivity was greatly improved by
drastically reducing the issues such as double
feeding, paper jams, machine malfunctions,
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press shutdowns and the disordered stacks
of prints at the delivery units.

• Improved work environment and reduced
time taken for sick leave.

The time it took to load paper into the
sheet-fed printer was cut by about 10%.
Print quality was substantially improved by
resolving the problems with changes in
paper size and print registration errors.

Dry Fog Humidiﬁer AKIMist®”E”:
a non-wetting fog for

indoor humidiﬁcation
Summary: 3 beneﬁts of Dry Fog
Humidiﬁer AKIMist®”E” for
sheet-fed offset printing

• Improved print qualit y by preventing
paper curling and reducing print
registration errors.
The printing process runs more smoothly,
and printing jobs can be run on schedule,
reducing the need for unexpected changes
in the production schedule and overtime
work.

Secondary beneﬁts

• Improved work ef ﬁciency by reducing
problems such as double feeding at the
f e e d e r, p a p e r j a m s i n t h e m a c h i n e ,
machine malfunctions, and thus press
shutdowns, and disordered stacks at the
delivery unit.

IKEUCHI AKIMist®“E” produces ultra-ﬁne “Dry
Fog” for humidit y control in various
industrial applications. We call our Dry Fog
“non-wetting fog” because it only contains
ve r y s m a l l d r o p l e t s o f w ate r. T h e t i ny
droplets (7.5 microns on average) evaporate
before reaching any surface.
Therefore, humidiﬁcation is possible in an
area without the risk of wetting products
and machines. The AKIMist®“E” can spray the
Dry Fog over 13 feet (4 meters) from each
noz zle and can cover a wide area with a
single unit.

Improved work environment and reduced
time taken for sick leave.

of humidiﬁcation:
improved work environment
There were unexpec ted beneﬁts. In the
winter, the heating system in plants without
humidiﬁcation causes dry air. This dryness
becomes even more irritating because of ink
vapors, paper particles, and powders, which
is an issue when it comes to the respiratory
health of the people who work in these
plants.
Thanks to the humidiﬁcation provided by
AKIMist ® “E”, sick time was cut nearly in half
at the plant, leading to less sudden schedule
changes and overtime.

Product Details

Dry Fog humidiﬁer AKIMist®”E”
A non-wetting Fog for indoor humidiﬁcation

The AKIMist “E” produces ultra-ﬁne “Dry Fog” for humidity control in various
industrial applications. We call our Dry Fog “non-wetting fog” because it
only contains really small droplets. The tiny droplets (7.5 microns on
average) evaporate before reaching any surface. Therefore, it can achieve
humidiﬁcation in an area without the risk of wetting. The AKIMist “E” can
spray the Dry Fog over 13 feet (4 meters) from each nozzle and can cover a
wide area with a single unit.
For inquiries, requests for materials, demonstrations, and estimates, please contact below.
If you tell us that you have seen this interview leaﬂet, we can respond smoothly. Please feel free to contact us.

Headquarters
Daiichi Kyogyo Bldg., 1-15-15, Awaza, Nishi-ku, Osaka 550-0011, Japan
Tel: 81-6-6538-4015

Fax: 81-6-6538-4022

E-mail: overseas@kirinoikeuchi.co.jp URL: https://www.kirinoikeuchi.co.jp/eng/
We have branches and affiliate companies around the world—in China, the USA, The Netherlands, Thailand, Indonesia, and more.
Please see our website for the nearest contact.

